Abstract. Smith, Stolyarov and Volberg recently gave the sufficient and necessary conditions for the boundedness of Volterra type operators on Banach spaces of bounded analytic functions when the symbol functions are univalent defined in D. Following their ideas, we give the sufficient and necessary conditions for the boundedness and compactness of Volterra type operators on weighted Banach spaces of analytic functions when the symbol functions are univalent defined in D, which generalize their works.
Introduction
Let D be the unit disk of the complex plane C and H(D) be the space consisting of all analytic functions on the unit disk. For any analytic function g ∈ H(D), the Volterra type operator T g is defined by
Its companion operator S g is defined by
The boundedness and compactness of these two operators on some spaces of analytic functions were extensively studied. Pommerenke [9] firstly studied the boundedness of T g on Hardy-Hilbert space H 2 . After his work, Aleman, Siskakis and Cima [1, 2] studied the boundedness and compactness of T g on Hardy space H p , in which they showed that T g is bounded (compact) on H p , 0 < p < ∞, if and only if g ∈ BM OA (g ∈ V M OA). Here, BM OA and V M OA denote the spaces of f ∈ H(D) with boundary values of bounded mean oscillation and vanishing mean oscillation, respectively. What's more, Aleman and Siskakis [3] studied the boundedness and compactness of T g on Bergman spaces and Xiao [11] studied T g on Q p spaces. Recently, Lin, Liu and Wu [7] studied the boundedness of T g and S g acting on the derivative Hardy spaces S p (1 ≤ p < ∞). Miihkinen [8] studied the strict singularity of T g on Hardy space H p and showed that the strict singularity of T g coincides with its compactness on H p . Now, for any α ≥ 0, we defined the weighted Banach spaces H ∞ α of analytic functions given by While this condition of symbol g is sufficient for the boundedness of T g :
, whether it is necessary is unknown. However, when the symbol g is univalent, this conjecture was recently proved to be affirmative by Smith, Stolyarov and Volberg [10] , while in general, this conjecture was proved to be wrong by showing a counterexample in the same paper. Moreover, Contreras, Peláez, Pommerenke and Rättyä [5] 
is bounded if and only if g is constant. Eklund, Lindström, Pirasteh, et al. [6] had studied the boundedness and compactness of T g : H 
Here, C F is a constant depending only on function f .
By the similar arguments from [10] , we obtain the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let 0 < γ < η < π, 0 ≤ θ < 2π and ε > 0. Then there exists a positive number δ(ε) such that for any
γ,θ . Now we are able to give the sufficient and necessary condition for the boundedness of Volterra type operators T g .
Then choose a nondecreasing positive sequence {t 0,n } ∞ n=1 , with t 0,n → 1 − , such that for each t 0,n , there is an angle θ n , with 0 ≤ θ < 2π, such that
Since g is univalent, it is known that there is a constant K > 0 such that
Then by Lemma 2, we have
γ,θn . Hence, the restriction of F n to Ω 
η,θ , where u n is the conjugate of u n such that u n 1 2 e iθn = 0. From (1) and the definition of conformal function ψ η,θn , we see that there exists a r η with 0 < r η < 1 such that
and consider the sequence {f n } ∞ n=1 of functions defined by
Now choose n large enough such that r η ≤ t 0,n < 1, we observe that
First, we see that
′ (z)|} . Next, to estimate another integral, we see that
Hence, for n large enough such that r η ≤ t 0,n < 1, we have
Conversely, suppose that lim sup
then there exists N > 0, 0 < t 0 < 1 such that
where
As a corollary, we give the following result obtained by Smith, Stolyarov and Volberg in [10] . 
The compactness of Volterra type operators
In this section, we characterize the compactness of
such that there exists a positive number W such that sup n∈N f n H ∞ α ≤ W and f n → 0 uniformly on any compact subset of D as n → ∞ . Let ǫ > 0, then there exists t 2,ǫ with 0 < t 2,ǫ < 1 such that
Moreover, there exists t 1,ǫ with t 2,ǫ < t 1,ǫ < 1 such that
where M 2,ǫ := sup 0≤|z|≤t2,ǫ {|g ′ (z)|} .
Then for n > N ǫ , we have
Conversely, suppose that
β is compact and so it is bounded. If
then by Theorem 1, we see that c < +∞ .
Let {t 2,n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence such that 0 < t 2,n < t 2,n+1 < 1, lim n→∞ t 2,n = 1 and
Then for any n ∈ N, we can choose t 1,n with t 2,n < t 1,n such that
Also, we can choose an angle θ n with 0 ≤ θ n < 2π such that
Define the sequence {k n } ∞ n=1 by choosing k n as the largest positive integer such that t log t2,n = +∞, it follows that lim n→∞ k n = +∞ . Now define the sequence {s n (z)}
where f n (z) is defined in the proof of Theorem 1, that is, f n (z) :=
C2(γ,η) , and s n → 0 uniformly on any compact subset of D .
Choosing n large enough such that t 2,n > r η , then
First, we have
where C 3 (η) := sup |z|≤rη {|g ′ (z)|} . Next, to estimate another integral, we obtain This completes the proof.
